Introducing

MILK VALUE PORTAL
www.milkvalue.com.au
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The challenge

• Key events have changed the dairy industry, prompting the
Australian Dairy Products Federation (ADPF) to initiate the Milk
Value Portal (MVP) to answer the perennial question ‘what is
the milk price and what makes up the milk price?’
• The Australian Dairy Plan recognises the challenge with
Commitment 5 being to “restore trust and transparency
between farmers and processors to strengthen industry
confidence”
• Over time, farmgate milk price (FMP) has become complex,
risking making on farm revenue business decisions more
difficult than many would like
• Dairy farmers along with all industry observers often hear
commentary on how much raw milk is worth – but there has
never been aggregated primary data to clearly explain what the
market for milk is worth
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The solution
• The ADPF, with the support of dairy processors, saw the
opportunity to better explain how raw milk pricing works and
the key factors influencing prices offered to dairy farmers
across Australia
• The FMP is seen by many as being far too complicated and
while the ADPF isn’t in a position to simplify it, it is able to use
primary data exclusively from buyers of raw milk (dairy
processors and brokers) to clearly show the average FMP by
region, by season, by farm size – in cents per litre and $/kg milk
solids (MS)
• The MVP will for the first time, present aggerated primary data
into what is the value of milk available to farmers in each
region at a particular time of year (i.e. average FMP), along
with verified insights on what drives change at one user
friendly site: www.milkvalue.com.au
• All visitors to the Portal will gain unique knowledge to help
them understand the FMP and the value of raw milk at a
particular time of the year
• We want to remove the mystery around ‘what is FMP’ and
‘what impacts it throughout the year, providing a local and
global perspective’
• There is no other jurisdiction that has anything like this Portal,
and it has been developed and paid for by dairy processors and
brokers based on the seriousness they place on FMP
transparency and trusted relationships with farmers
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The Milk Value Portal (MVP)
• The MVP is an education gateway to better understanding the
many factors that shape Australian FMP and enables users to
be better informed with their milk supply agreement
• The MVP will first be made publicly available through a simple,
interactive, mobile friendly website: www.milkvalue.com.au
• At its core, is the Farmgate Milk Value Tool (FMVT) which
enables assessment of the average milk value in the current
season for a region, based on a set of farm characteristics
• The FMVT takes milk pricing data from dairy processors and
puts it in an easy-to-understand format that users can easily
interpret and use to guide business decisions
• This data is volume related so that value averages and ranges
can be presented clearly, making market knowledge more
familiar and accessible
• The easy-to-use tool lets you customise a farm situation by
setting factors like location, farm size, seasonal milk supply
pattern and expected butterfat and protein content. The tool
will then provide a weighted average farm-gate milk value
• Farmers can then use this data to help understand the best
value for their milk and know what to expect from their
contracts
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The Milk Value Portal (MVP)
• The MVP also contains up-to-date explainers that outline what
aspects go into FMP
• It is updated as any changes to FMP are announced, in addition
to featuring regular updates to global and local market insights
to ensure that it remains relevant
• It is important to note that the FMVT is not designed to
compare prices available from individual processors for a
specific farm as the data is provided in averages and ranges
based on a discrete set of variables
• It presents both historical and current FMP data to give a
perspective on how milk is valued in each region and why
• The Portal will also feature relevant intelligence and insights of
the dairy products markets (local and global) and supply chain
influences on prices
• The Portal will be supplemented with a range of education
videos, regular insights and a quarterly newsletter to help
consolidate the information available
• The MVP delivers on Commitment 5 of the Australian Dairy
Plan, which aims to “restore trust and transparency between
farmers and processors to strengthen industry confidence”
• The ADPF-led Milk Value Portal has been made possible by the
work of Freshagenda and support of dairy processors and
brokers, as well as Dairy Australia and Australian Dairy Farmers
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Why MVP?

Information

Transparency

Empowerment

Trust

Primary data
aggregated from raw
milk processors and
brokers in all regions
of Australia

Interactive tool
providing average
and ranges of FMP by
region, season, and
farm size

Allows the reader to
explore the revenue
impact of different
production models,
facilitating improved
business decisions

MVP builds better
relationships between
dairy processors and
farmers through
greater mutual
understandings on
milk value and what
influences it

Demystifies what the
FMP is in each region
and key drivers of raw
milk value
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Benefits of the MVP

• The ‘one stop shop’ for the value of raw milk
• Regional analysis with an interactive tool to match farm
production systems with revenue
• Unique ‘what if’ scenario planner showing the impact on FMP
of movement in key dairy commodities and AUD/USD
exchange rates.
• A readily accessible, credible, centralised source of information
on milk price and the value of raw milk at different times of the
year
• First for the Australian dairy industry, housing market insights,
dairy commodity pricing developments and average FMP paid
by region in the one place
• A comprehensive tool demystifying and educating readers
about FMP
• Created and tested amongst end-users to optimise the
information available and how it is accessed
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How do you use it?
• The MVP is accessible online through the ADPF
website and works through a web browser on a
desktop, tablet or mobile device
• It’s an incredibly simple and easy to use Portal that
provides an intuitive user experience – you don’t
have to be an economist to get the most out of it
• It’s also free for all users
• There are no logins required – just point and go

www.milkvalue.com.au
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How do you use it?

www.milkvalue.com.au

• The Milk Value Portal (MVP) features the Farmgate Milk Value Tool (FMVT) that works by users simply
inputting conditions such as farm size and milk components (fat and protein content), to see what the
average value for their raw milk is for a region, at a particular time of the year
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How do you use it?

• The Milk Value Portal is a fully-integrated onestop shop for users to help understand the
value of raw milk and the market insights that
influence it

www.milkvalue.com.au
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How do you use it?
www.milkvalue.com.au

• Users can even see global comparisons as well as simulate “what if” scenarios
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“Over the years at meetings, we talk about
what processors pay – but we never
actually know. MVP lifts the curtain. We
can finally see what different regions get
paid. Goodbye hearsay. Hello facts.”
Paul Roderick
Harrisville, Qld
Photo credit: Queensland Country Life

“The dairy industry has become way more
complex. The MVP gives me more
confidence on what is happening by
showing me how the Australian dollar and
world markets influence the milk price.”
Daryl Hoey
Gippsland, Vic
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Photo credit :Kelsie Hore

“The MVP is a great initiative to show what influences milk price in a userfriendly interface, without jargon. It will be a handy place to visit during the
course of the year”
Bernice Luamsden
Leitchville, Vic
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“I’m very proud that we can
have honest conversations
about how we can improve.
This is a great time to shine a
light on what we’re good at.”
Grant Crothers
President, ADPF

